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Autumn bounty theme

Published on November 21, 2011 Microsoft released after another seasonal theme for Windows 7. Autumn Bonus Theme is a feast of your eyes on the fruits of the harvest in these artistically organized autumn tablelets that depict the richness of the season. This topic comes as people prepare to celebrate Thanksgiving. The theme comes with 9 high-
resolution wallpapers of harvest fruits. Related reading: Thanksgiving wallpapers and screens for your desktopYou can download the theme from here. Autumn themes, Thanksgiving, Thanksgiving themes, Windows 7, Windows 7 more in Windows 7 is the most popular desktop operating system, and it was developed by Microsoft. On... While Windows 7, the
most popular operating system of Windows has come to the end of the life cycle... When it comes to power management in Windows, there are quite a few options available that... Many times when we insert USB drives into the USB port Windows shows a message... There are multiple TWEAK tools available for Windows, but either these tools are not
supported on... Ah yes, autumn, autumn season with the imminent arrival of cold winds and rainshowers. Autumn is a season that often goes unnoticed because everyone is still tired of all the summer fun. The smooth transition from summer to winter is seen by some as a dismal period, yet others see the end of a cycle with trees spilling leaves and darker
skies. But everyone can agree that autumn or autumn has this dreary feeling so it reminds you of that summer that has gone and the cold winter right around the corner. If you are looking for your desktop hybridization to live at the moment, these themes will get you what you need. As mentioned earlier, autumn has a calm, cool and gloomy atmosphere,
making it a great place for stunning and dramatic landscape optics. Not to mention that it marks the beginning of the holiday season with Thanksgiving and Halloween simply indicating the right time to harvest and add a bit of scary fun to the end of the month. These attribute packages are collected from Microsoft's personalization gallery galleries and other
third-party services where you can download attributes for Windows 10, 8, and 7. From the last leaves clinging to the breezy wind resistance to a basket of fruits and vegetables from the harvest, the smallest dew drops on dried leaves to jack-o-lanterns celebrating a trick or treat, autumn scenes and scenes brought to your desktop with a few clicks. You can
download these Windows 10 features directly from the links listed below. These features are compatible with Windows 10, Windows 8 and all versions of Windows 7 except Windows 7 Core. Autumn autumn soothing visuals of autumn reflect the dreary mood of the season. Beautiful pictures depict fresh landscapes and golden deciduous trees lined up as the
leaves cast off. leaves golden maple with dew drops and a lot more for your desktop with this Windows theme. 8 Photos | Download the color of autumn in Japan amazing scenes from Japan during the fall season. From moss stones filled with maple leaves to beautiful gardens, this free Windows theme brings the unique beauty of Japan such as giant Mount
Fuji and other stylish locations with a leaf makeover in the fall. 7 Photos | Download the autumn bounty of bountiful riches such as vegetables and fresh fruits set décor in the classic tableaus. Some great photos to remind you to thank and be happy to enjoy in this free Windows theme. 9 Photos | A strange autumn load no doubt in autumn is the time of gloom
with darker skies and cold winds. With the days getting shorter, the nights seem to last forever. This free Windows theme is full of sights to bring out the sensitivity of these times with misty gardens, chasing moonlight and dusty cobwebs to adjust the ominous feeling. 8 Photos | Loading harvest autumn time is the time to collect up the harvest after a year of
hard work across the fields. Some pictures have been beautifully taken from typical crops such as grapes, apples and more. Vast fields with bales of straw and lines of wheat are meticulously depicted in this free Windows theme for the Thanksgiving season. 6 Photos | Another load leaves and the last paper was always a sign of flexibility and hope as it wears
out a cool breeze with all its strength. With stunning images in fantastic detail capturing the leaves passes all colors and shapes as the summer leaves, falls up and goes smoothly into winter. Free Windows desktop theme with dew drops around. 15 photos | Loading autumn rainy days is no stranger to dark skies and rainy days. A collection of photographs
containing mesmerizing scenes of raindrops dripping through the window, paper boats swimming across ponds and tables wash away fallen leaves. This free theme for Windows will surely cool you down. 12 photos | Download the stunning Swedish autumn landscapes of Sweden even quieter thanks to the arrival of autumn. See the fiery and vivid colours of
Swedish views from fixed lakes and only trees to the hillsides with lake streams with this free theme for Windows. 9 Photos | Download trick or autumn treat signs the beginning of a series of celebrations and maybe nothing is more scary fun than Halloween. This free Windows brings you fashion and accessories to decorate the desktop for the event with
creepy cheering faces of glowing Jack O-Lanterns treats in form monsters and more. 5 Photos | Winter load edited cold and with all the sombre scenes of autumn fading away, winter creeps slowly from the corner. The golden landscape slowly turning white covered with sudden snowfall, the plants freezing from the cold with wilting branches become a
special sight of their own in this free Windows theme. 15 photos | Download Thanksgiving Fun Desktop: Autumn Bonus Theme Windows 7 is a great collection of wallpapers You can now download from Windows 7 customized home gallery and perfect for decorating your computer desktop for this Thanksgiving season or if you are just looking for beautiful
autumn related colors. This theme comes with 9 perfect images of images that are great on your Windows desktop. With this collection of autumn wallpapers you can practically smell delicious apples and pumpkin pies and feel the richness of the autumn harvest. Every photo of this free wallpaper collection is a reminder of something you should be thankful
for, just in time for this Thanksgiving holiday. You can find more great free themes in Pureinfotech - Fun section on your desktop or on the Windows Customisation Gallery site, and also check the previous screen background, icons and Windows 7 themes collections with a Thanksgiving theme. Autumn Bonus Live Download Thread link we may earn
commission for purchases using our links to help keep offering free content. Privacy policy information. All content on this site does not have explicit or implied guarantees. Use any information at your own risk. Always back up your device and files before making any changes. Privacy policy information. Autumn Bounty Theme is a beatiful theme pack that
brings together various autumn photos that will give your desktop a new new look. All you have to do, is download the fall themes collection and choose your favorite one. UnderAutumn desktop theme introduced the theme of Windows 7 Themepack Themepack Themepack Autumn Customizing William Collection | November 22, 2011 | Skins and Themes |
Microsoft has released another 2 new official themes for Windows 7, as well as the latest Windows 8 operating system, named Autumn Bounty and candlelight. Both themes contain some excellent HD desktop backgrounds to beautify your desktop. Here is a brief description on these topics. Autumn Bounty Theme Group Autumn Bounty is a beatiful theme
pack that brings together various autumn photos that will give your desktop a new look. You can practically smell delicious apples and pumpkin pies and stuff editing in these classic tapas that depict the richness of the autumn harvest. This newly released Pawnee Fall theme is a must-download to decorate your computer's desktop for the Thanksgiving
season or if you are just looking for beautiful autumn related colors. Autumn Bonus Theme comes completely free with 9 high quality wallpapers and it's about 6MB in size. Download it from this link. The theme candle pack these quiet images of candlelight evoke mystery and warmth in a variety of settings, from the boredom of the mantelpiece to the spare
simplicity of the meditation retreat. The wintry blues light up by adding this free Windows 7 theme to your desktop. Download the free theme candles package from this link. Both bonus autumn and candle packs can be installed in Windows 7 (Home Premium, Professional, Enterprise and Ultimate Editions) and Windows 8 as well. Windows 7 and 8 Users can
install this theme package with double-clicking after downloading. The attribute can then be customized from the customization gallery. Users who run other operating systems such as Vista and Windows XP may still download the theme package and use
100,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,Fans may go up an extra step and install the changer's background to automatically switch between everything, or
just some, from themepack wallpapers. To uninstall a theme, open the customization window (right-click on the desktop &gt; customize), select the theme and click the delete theme option. Option.
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